BREASTFEEDING SUPPORT IN EVERY NEIGHBORHOOD

Lincoln’s Culturally Diverse Community Breastfeeding Educators (CBEs) can be found throughout our community, providing breastfeeding support to mothers in their neighborhoods, churches, work sites and community organizations.

Bayrefan Ali | Kurdish, Arabic
Zainab Al-Sayagh | Arabic
Alejandra Amaro-Garcia | Spanish
Maritza M. Asboe | Spanish
Samia Ayoub | French, Arabic
Julie Braunroth | Spanish
Nyabuoy Cham | Nuer
Ha Cu | Vietnamese
Joyce Dykema | Chinese
Lanetta Edison-Soe | Karen, Burmese, Thai
Ehtibar Eziz | Uyghur & Chinese
Samia Gamie | Arabic
Dinorah Garcia | Spanish
Thuy Ngoc Ho | Vietnamese
Yevheniia Hrebenyvych | Ukraine, Russian, German
Jessica Johnson | Black
Nicole Kills Enemy | Native American-Lakota
Auriel Logenstein | Afrikaans
Hortense Lougamba | French, Lingala, Kokongo
Larissa Moguel | Spanish
Mahasin Mohamad | Arabic
Fariha Mohmand | Pashto, Farsi, Dari, Urdu, Hendi
Sakeena Nazari | Dari
Ha Nhieu | Vietnamese
Teresa Pena | Spanish
Carmen Pulido | Spanish
Angelina Retana | Spanish, Canjoval
Karina Ruiz-Vargas | Spanish
Nilofar Saidi | Dari, Pashto
Myriam Valer | Spanish
Itahi Wimer | Spanish
Veronica Yunge | Spanish

Khamisa Abdalla
(Nuba & Arabic)
(402) 601-2601
khamiza@lincolnasiancenter.org

JueYeZi (Rebecca) Reinhardt
(Chinese)
(402) 610-5410
Rebecca@lincolnasiancenter.org
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